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Shear Modulus Profile Measurement of the Sha‖ oW‐ Water Seabed in Japan
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modulus of Several loCatiOns in
Test(SPT)using the empirical fOrmula of
the same sites by the Standard Penetration
G=aNb with a=11.9 and b=0.8,where G is the shear mOdulus in MPa and N is the number
of blow countS. The agreement between the results with BSA/1P and SPT iS Very good except
at few locations, Where the coherence betWeen the pressure and the acceleration signals
is low. It iS eXpected that the results at these locations will be improved by inCreasing
the measurenemt tim e.

i

of the BSTvIP method iS based on the theory
Of wave― seabed interaction. It is posSible

INTRODUCTION
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」apan.
for countries Surrounded by water like
scale offSllore
As the constructiOn Of large―
ind cOastal structures increaSes, the selection
of site becomes a very important factOr.There
are seVeral conventional methOdS fOr a seabed

to deterttine the relationship between surface

PЪ :
acoustic test and elastic Wave test. HOWever,
due to the necessity of a platfOrm or the
difficulty of analysis, those methOdS COnSume
tiln e and cost
On the other hand, a methOd preSented in
this paper is b ased on a tOtaHy different

al.,1986).
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The most significant difference from other
methods iS that the measurement Can be done
without disturbing the sediment structure
ln addition, becauSe BSTVIP uses Wave一 induced
gravity water wave fOr the sourCe of eXCitatiOn,
no external eXCitatiOn sOurce iS neCessary
ln this paper, experimental reSultS by the
」apan
use of BSMP at Severa1 loCationS in
are report,d.

THE BACKGROUND OF BSMP
The method of BSTν IP was Originaly introduced
by Yamamoto et.al (1986) and its performanCe
has been demOnstrated since then thrOugh
various field experiments(Suzuki et.al.,1990
and TrevorroW Ct.al.1988,1990).The principle

wave and seabed motion if the shear modulus
profile and the water depth are given (YamamotO

1983).Inversely,the shear modulus Can be
″ave pressure and Seabed
extracted by the 、
motion. The ヽvave propagation model iS SO
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Fig.l W ave propagation model
The wave propagation model for BSMP iS
shown in Fig l. The water depth h iS COnstallt
above the sediment layer with the shear modulus

profile C (z) that is constant in the X dilectiOll

Beneath the sediment layer, the boundaly
a::
m∬
eff λt∫:]itiCGhざ lう
積 llit° loTsffiせ
an ideally rigid boundary. In adittion, seVelal
assumptions listed beloヽ V are used
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(1) The coupling of the solid frame and
pore water is perfect.
l。

Shear Modulus
6

107

(ii)Shear deformation is domilant.
(iil)Inertia force is negligible.
(iv)Seabed deformation is linear.

(Pa)

108
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These assumptions are used in determinatiOn
of the complex matrix that describes the
relationship between the seabed motion and
the bottom water pressure.

FIELD EXPERIMENT

Fig. 2 Shear modulus profile at Tsurumi
bridge
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Fig.3

Admittance at Tsurumi bridge

The detailed description on the BSヽ IP hardware
and the experimental procedure are avoided
since they have been presented in several
papers(Trevorrow et. al, 1988, 1990, Badiey,
M et.al.1990).

Figures 2 to 4 show the results of admittance,
coherence function and shear modulus profile
obtained from the experiment at Tsurumi
bridge Figires 5 to 7 show the results from
the experiment offshore ltukaichi. Figures
8 to 10 show the results from the experiment
at Shimizu Bay Figures ll to 13 show the
result from the experiment offshore Urayasu.
Figures 14 to 16 show the result from the
experiment at the port of Kawasaki.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Fig.5 Shear modulus profile offShOre ltsukaichi

profile at Shimizu

Fig. 8 Shear modulus
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Fig 9 AdΠ、ittance at Shimizu Bay

Fig.6 Admittance offShOre ltsukalchi
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Fig 7 Coherence offShOre ltsukaichi
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Fig. 14 Shear modulus
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DISCUSSION
The admittance data obtained at five locations
show clear differences to each other. By the
magnitude of the admittance, the hardness
of the seabottom is roughly estimated.The
accuracy of the shear modulus profile calculated
by the BSMP method depends on the quality
of the measured data. The criteria for high
quality data is (a)high coherence between
pressure and accerelation data , and (b)
reliable admittance data with a broad frequency
band.The experimental results are examined
based on these criteria.
(1) At rsurumi bridge: Figure 2 shows good
agreement of the shear modulus profiles frbm
BSTν IP and SPT although the coherence larger
than 6 Hz is not very good as shown in Fig.
4.

(2) Offshore ltsukaichi: The coherence data
in Fig. 7 is reasonably high for the period
from 3 to 10 seconds.But because of the
irregularity in SPT data in Fig.5 quantative
comparlson becomes vague.
(3) At Shimizu Bay: The agreement of shear
moduli in Fig. 8 is not good below 10m depth.
The riough curve in admittぃ
ce data due to
the poor coherence seems to be responsible
for it

(4)Offshore urayasu: Figure ll shows good
agreement at the layer where the BSA/1P and
SPT data are overlapped.
(5)At the port of Kawasaki : The high
coherence data is recognized from 3 to 10
seconds in Fig. 16. The admittance data is
smooth in that period range.In spite of good
quality data, the agreement deeper than 10m
ls poOr
These results basically support the citeria.
In adittion,the data with a relatively low
coherence like at Tsurumi can produce a
good result, if high coherent data are chosen
among them. But considerablly bad data like
at Shimizu Bay must not be used for the
inversion calculation. The case of Kawasaki
harbor could be a special one,since the high
coherent data did not produce a good result
The complicated geometry shown in Fig. 17
can be the reason for it. Because the experimental

site is between the island and the break、 vater,
the theoretical model may not be applicable
due to the reflection from the breakwaters
and the island ln order to avoid this kind
of problem, it seems necessary to check the
BSヽ〔P and SPT results at at least one location
if the area is narro、 v and surrounded by
reflective wans.

CONCLUSIONS
The fo1lowing conclusions are drawn frOm
the experiments

OgishⅢ a East Breakwater

｀
、

Port of Kawasaki
Fig. 17 ExOerimental site at the port of Kawasatti

(1)The admittance data clearly shows its
dependence on the hardness of the layer
(ii)The asummptions used in the seabed model
are mostly satisfied if the area is opell
(iil)The agreement between the BSMP and
SPT result is good for most of the cases
if the coherence between the pressule
and acceleration signals is high
(iv)There are few cases with poor agleement
between BSTvIP and SPT results even if
the coherence is high.
(v)If the measurment location is in a confined

area, it is necessary to check the agreement

between BSMP and SPT results at one
or few locatiOns to assure the validity
of the BSN/1P model in that area.

(vi)With a 10nger measurement time,the measuremellt

accuracy of the admittance can be improved

One and main advantage of the B S TvI P is tll a t

it can be used in deep water as well as in
shallow water. lvleasurements at locations
with water depths of more than fifty metels
will be conducted in the near future
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